Analytical verification and method comparison of the ADVIA Centaur® Intact Parathyroid Hormone assay.
This study is the first verification of the novel iPTH Siemens ADVIA Centaur® Intact Parathyroid Hormone (iPTHm) chemiluminescence immunoassay based on monoclonal antibodies. We also compared the iPTH results obtained using this assay with the previous ADVIA Centaur® Parathyroid Hormone assay (iPTHp) based on polyclonal antibodies. The analytical performance study of iPTHm assay included LoD, LoQ, intra- and inter-assay reproducibility, and linearity. A comparison study was performed on 369 routine plasma samples. The results were analyzed independently for patients with normal and abnormal GFR, as well as patients on hemodialysis. In addition, clinical concordance between assays was assessed. Finally, we studied PTH stability of plasma samples at 4°C. For the iPTHm assay LoD and LoQ were 0.03pmol/L and 0.10pmol/L, respectively. Intra- and inter-assay CV were between 2.3% and 6.2%. Linearity was correct in the range from 3.82 to 203.08pmol/L. Correlation studies showed a good correlation (r=0.99) between iPTHm and iPTHp, with bias of -2.55% (IC -3.48% to -1.62%) in the range from 0.32 to 117.07pmol/L. Clinical concordance, assessed by Kappa Index, was 0.874. The stability study showed that differences compared to basal iPTH concentration did not exceed 20% in any of the samples analyzed. The iPTHm assay demonstrated acceptable performance and a very good clinical concordance with iPTHp assay, currently used in our laboratory. Thus, the novel iPTHm assay can replace the previous iPTHp assay, since results provided by both assays are very similar. In our study, the stability of iPTH is not affected by storage up to 14days.